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**Abstract**

This book explores the apparent contradiction at the heart of the creative writing process: that writing is profoundly connected with the writer’s self, yet it also entails a move away from the self towards the impersonal, shared or universal territory of the text. It argues that current and dominant thinking in the humanities about subjectivity is not sufficient to understand this contradiction and, drawing together and, where appropriate, reinterpreting this thinking, it reconsiders the connection between subjectivity and writing, bringing to bear new thinking on the self from neurophysiology and developmental psychology.
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**Additional Information:** This book takes an innovative approach to conceptualising the creative writing process from the writer’s perspective in the context of current thinking about the self in neurophysiology and cognitive science. The manuscript was refereed by two independent readers and feedback from colleagues has been very positive. Hunt was sole or primary author of pages 1-111 and 178-180.
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Writings then inform discussion in trusted confidential forums. Reflective practitioners write for self-illumination and exploration, not to create a product. We know a great deal more than we are aware, absorbing information unwittingly, and data we do not use and think we have forgotten, and challenging material shoved into boxes mentally labelled do not open. Write to learn. This third edition not only clearly and thoroughly explains what reflective practice and reflexivity are and why they are essential, it also clearly and straightforwardly demonstrates how to start and develop, with whom, when and where. In this book you will discover how to write to learn as well as learn to write. Buy Writing: Self and Reflexivity 2005 by Celia Hunt, Fiona Sampson (ISBN: 9781403918772) from Amazon’s Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders. In stock. Dispatched from and sold by Amazon. Gift-wrap available. Quantity: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30. Quantity:1. Writing: Self and Reflexivity has been added to your Basket. Add to Basket. Turn on 1-Click ordering for this browser.